
Version 8.01 Release Notes

New Features

(#1623) Improved the performance of loading and rendering forms that contain report queries.

(#1693) Added new relationship variables to the Relationship Editor Form including the name of the objects,
the relationship type, and the object path.

(#1696, #2208) The Relationship Builder will auto-generate a new Relationship Editor form and prompt the
user to fill it in when a new relationship is created.

(#2253) Reorganized the indexes on the Hierarchy table.

(#2488) Added Email Routed, Phone Routed, SMS Routed, and Push Routed statuses for when the device's
message is sent to the downstream aggregator.

(#2495) Reworked the Message Settings (step 3 of sending a message).

(#2496) Added buffering and improved error handling to Global AlertLinks' inbound response management.

(#2620) Created configuration settings that control the maximum length of Titles and Descriptions displayed
in the User Interface.

(#2719, #2738, #2854, #2890) Improved the error messages generated in import exception reports.

(#3013) Added Message Queued Date to Message Reports.

Bug Fixes

(#328, #2644) Corrected an issue that was preventing messages marked as Close with Event from closing if
the device status was missing.

(#1316) Users can no longer enter non-numeric values in the Phone ANI field.

(#1319) Added the missing ability to set the width and height on Edit Variables in the Custom Form
Designer.

(#1581, #1582, #1583, #2896) Security updates.

(#1931) Fixed a bug that was creating duplicate Review History entries.

(#2539) Resolved a bug that occasionally caused the oldest device status to appear as the newest.

(#2593) Custom field data will now save if the field name contains a colon or other special character.

(#2669) Resolved an issue with opening the Contacts and Resources sections in the Item Picker Advanced
Search Module.

(#2687) Users can now add or change records in a folder with a title containing a colon or other special
character.

(#2688) Fixed an issue that caused PDF forms to export without the .pdf file extension.



(#2714) Corrected an issue with importing resources that prevented the proper logging of data in the event
of a validation error.

(#2769) Resolved a display issue with vital signs being cut off when the browser zoom setting was set to
above 100%.

(#2772) Fixed an issue where the By Status section of a message's Delivery Summary tab was not
displaying.

(#2792) Resolved an issue that prevented users from exiting the application after clicking the logout button.

(#2888) Corrected an issue that returned an incorrect count of the number of import rows that contained
errors.

(#2976) Fixed an issue that was causing the custom form designer to load slowly.

(#3028) Uploading News & Updates or Document records through Internet Explorer 11 will no longer return
a JavaScript error.


